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Caraval - Stephanie Garber 2017-01-31
Publisher Annotation: Welcome, welcome to Caraval?Stephanie Garber?s
sweeping tale of two sisters who escape their ruthless father when they
enter the dangerous intrigue of a legendary game. 416pp.
Secrets of a Charmed Life - Susan Meissner 2015-02-03
The author of A Bridge Across the Ocean and The Last Year of the War
journeys from the present day to World War II England, as two sisters
are separated by the chaos of wartime... Current day, Oxford, England.
Young American scholar Kendra Van Zant, eager to pursue her vision of
a perfect life, interviews Isabel McFarland just when the elderly woman
is ready to give up secrets about the war that she has kept for
decades...beginning with who she really is. What Kendra receives from
Isabel is both a gift and a burden—one that will test her convictions and
her heart. 1940s, England. As Hitler wages an unprecedented war
against London’s civilian population, hundreds of thousands of children
are evacuated to foster homes in the rural countryside. But even as
fifteen-year-old Emmy Downtree and her much younger sister Julia find
refuge in a charming Cotswold cottage, Emmy’s burning ambition to
return to the city and apprentice with a fashion designer pits her against
Julia’s profound need for her sister’s presence. Acting at cross purposes
just as the Luftwaffe rains down its terrible destruction, the sisters are
cruelly separated, and their lives are transformed...
The Rivals - Vi Keeland 2020-07-13
A sexy, enemies-to-lovers standalone novel from #1 New York Times
Bestseller, Vi Keeland. The feud between Weston Lockwood and me
started at the altar. Only neither of us attended the wedding, and the
nuptials happened decades before either of us was born. Our
grandfathers had been best friends and business partners, at least up
until my grandfather’s wedding day—when his bride-to-be blurted out
she couldn’t marry him because she was also in love with Weston‘s
grandfather. The two men spent years fighting over Grace Copeland, who
also happened to be their third business partner. But in the end, neither
man could steal half of her heart away from the other. Eventually, they
all went their separate ways. Our grandfathers married other women,
and the two men became one of the biggest business rivals in history.
Our fathers continued the family tradition of feuding. And then Weston
and I did, too. For the most part, we kept as much distance as possible.
Until the day the woman who started the feud died—and unexpectedly
left one of the most valuable hotels in the world to our grandfathers to
share. Now I’m stuck in a hotel with the man I was born to hate, trying to
unravel the mess our families inherited. As usual, it didn’t take long for
us to be at each other’s throats. Weston Lockwood was everything I
hated: tall, smart, cocky, and too gorgeous for his own good. We were
fire and ice. But that shouldn’t be an issue. Our families were used to
being at war. There was just one minor problem, though. Every time
Weston and I fought, we somehow wound up in bed.
Shoes Were for Sunday - Molly Weir 2012-10-01
The post-war urban jungle of the Glasgow tenements was the setting for
the author's childhood. In this book, she tells of sharing a pull-out bed in
her mother's tiny kitchen and running in terror from the fever van.
The Hiding House - Malcolm Richards
"Creepy...menacing. A unique, atmospheric story." - Snazzy Books Every
family has its secrets... Life was always cruel to Sebastian and Elise.
Until their abusive mother mysteriously vanished. Now they have found
happiness living with their grandmother. But when a tragic accident
leaves her dead, the children find themselves suddenly alone. Elise
knows she must act quickly to protect her younger brother. So why does
she insist they stay hidden from the outside world? But as the siblings try
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to survive in their woodland home, it’s soon clear they’re not as alone as
they think. Lurking in the shadows is a terrifying secret. One that holds
the key to their mother’s disappearance. And now that secret wants to
come inside. An unsettling blend of psychological horror and dark family
drama, The Hiding House is the gripping debut from Malcolm Richards.
Itty Bitty - Cece Bell 2017-07-18
Itty Bitty may be a very, very tiny dog, but he finds a way to make a home
in the big, big world.
In the Age of Love and Chocolate - Gabrielle Zevin 2013-10-29
All These Things I've Done, the first novel in the Birthright series,
introduced us to timeless heroine Anya Balanchine, a plucky sixteen year
old with the heart of a girl and the responsibilities of a grown woman.
Now eighteen, life has been more bitter than sweet for Anya. She has
lost her parents and her grandmother, and has spent the better part of
her high school years in trouble with the law. Perhaps hardest of all, her
decision to open a nightclub with her old nemesis Charles Delacroix has
cost Anya her relationship with Win. Still, it is Anya's nature to soldier
on. She puts the loss of Win behind her and focuses on her work. Against
the odds, the nightclub becomes an enormous success, and Anya feels
like she is on her way and that nothing will ever go wrong for her again.
But after a terrible misjudgment leaves Anya fighting for her life, she is
forced to reckon with her choices and to let people help her for the first
time in her life. In the Age of Love and Chocolate is the story of growing
up and learning what love really is. It showcases the best of Gabrielle
Zevin's writing for young adults: the intricate characterization of
Memoirs of a Teenage Amnesiac and the big-heartedness of Elsewhere. It
will make you remember why you loved her writing in the first place.
The Kelly Sisters - Maureen Lee 2015-07-30
A gorgeously nostalgic saga from the SUNDAY TIMES bestselling author
of THE SEVEN STREETS OF LIVERPOOL. It's 1925 and Patricia, Tara
and Aideen couldn't be more excited about leaving Dublin with their
father and heading for a new life in Liverpool. Yet it soon becomes clear
that all is not as it seems, for the day after they arrive in England, Bernie
hastily sweeps the girls onto a huge ocean liner heading to New York,
leaving no forwarding address. When their father vanishes midway
across the Atlantic, the grieving sisters prepare themselves for a new life
in the big city, far from home, friends and family. For whatever their
father was running from has every chance of catching up with the girls,
unless they can do their best to build new lives in New York . . .
Witchy Poo - Linda Ferguson Garduno 2016-10
While impatiently waiting for Halloween night to arrive, Lindy is visited
by a good witch named Witchy Poo. Together, they soar around on her
broom and gather candy, and Witchy Poo teaches Lindy her special song!
A Thousand Splendid Suns - Khaled Hosseini 2008-09-18
A riveting and powerful story of an unforgiving time, an unlikely
friendship and an indestructible love
Me and Mine - Anna May Mangan 2012-02-01
As soon as they'd saved up for the three 'S's' - shoes, suitcase and a suit they left rural Ireland. It might have been the London of the 1950s where
'No Blacks, No Irish No Dogs' was the welcome put out for immigrants,
but for the big family that was Anna May Mangan's, it was still better
than the poverty they'd hailed from; 'Don't waste today worrying because
tomorrow will be even worse' was their motto. But Ireland came with
them in the dance halls, holy water and gossip and there was always the
warmth of the Irish crowd, in and out of one another's houses 'as if there
was no front door'.
Heaven's Flower - Dawn Anna 2013-11
Heaven's Flower is a story of faith. Although it is based on the tragic loss
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of Dawn Anna's daughter in the Columbine High School shootings, the
story is told amongst the flowers of an old gardener who takes it upon
herself to nurture a gentle seed which has settled in her garden. It is a
story of celebration, of loss, of hope, but, most of all, of love. This is a
book to be held and to be shared. After reading the final page, your heart
will remember that love never dies.
All These Things I've Done - Gabrielle Zevin 2011-09-06
In 2083, chocolate and coffee are illegal, paper is hard to find, water is
carefully rationed, and New York City is rife with crime and poverty. And
yet, for Anya Balanchine, the sixteen-year-old daughter of the city's most
notorious (and dead) crime boss, life is fairly routine. It consists of going
to school, taking care of her siblings and her dying grandmother, trying
to avoid falling in love with the new assistant D.A.'s son, and avoiding her
loser ex-boyfriend. That is until her ex is accidently poisoned by the
chocolate her family manufactures and the police think she's to blame.
Suddenly, Anya finds herself thrust unwillingly into the spotlight--at
school, in the news, and most importantly, within her mafia family. From
Gabrielle Zevin--the author of the critically acclaimed Elsewhere--comes
All These Things I've Done, a masterful novel about an impossible
romance, a mafiya family, and the ties that forever bind us.
Long Walk to Freedom - Nelson Mandela 2008-03-11
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long
Walk to Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of the great moral and political
leaders of our time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication to
the fight against racial oppression in South Africa won him the Nobel
Peace Prize and the presidency of his country. Since his triumphant
release in 1990 from more than a quarter-century of imprisonment,
Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling and inspiring
political drama in the world. As president of the African National
Congress and head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he was
instrumental in moving the nation toward multiracial government and
majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital force in the fight for
human rights and racial equality. LONG WALK TO FREEDOM is his
moving and exhilarating autobiography, destined to take its place among
the finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first time,
Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the extraordinary story of his life--an
epic of struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate triumph.
The Scarlet Sisters - Helen Batten 2015-07-01
When Helen Batten's marriage breaks down, she starts on a journey of
discovery into her family's past and the mysteries surrounding her
enigmatic nanna's early life. What she unearths is a tale of five feisty red
heads struggling to climb out of poverty and find love through two world
wars.
Sins of the Mother - Irene Kelly 2015-08-13
Sins of the Mother is a powerful and inspiring story of a family whose
love was tested but never broken, who finally found the strength to heal
the past. Irene Kelly was brought up in poverty and abused by her
mammy from an early age. But home life was still better than the time
she spent in one of Dublin's industrial orphanages. In that harsh regime
she was beaten and sexually assaulted. Set to work in the nursery, she
saw the nuns treat the babies with horrifying cruelty. As an adult those
experiences haunted Irene. When she fell in love with Matt, who was
fighting his own demons, they moved to England for a new start. They
wanted their daughter Jennifer to have a better life, but in trying to
protect her by hiding their past they only succeeded in pushing her
away. Until, one day, Irene had a phone call from Ireland that changed
everything . . . 'An epic and stirring story which shows that it is possible
to overcome the worst start in life.' Sunday Mirror
As Green as Grass - Emma Smith 2013-08-15
Uprooted from her beloved Great Western Beach, Emma Smith moves
with her family from Newquay to the Devonshire village of Crapstone.
But the dust has hardly settled when tragedy strikes, and Emma's father,
a DSO-decorated hero of the Great War, is so frustrated by the hardship
of life as a lowly bank clerk and by his thwarted artistic ambitions that he
suffers a catastrophic breakdown - from which disaster Emma's
resourceful mother rallies courageously. Then, in 1939, the war again
becomes a reality. Emma's sister Pam at once enlists with the WAAF and
Jim, her politically minded brother, after initially declaring himself a
pacifist, joins the RAF. But what should Emma, aged only sixteen, do?
Secretarial collage equips her for a job with MI5 but it's dull work and
Emma yearns for fresh air. She is rescued by a scheme taking on girls as
crew for canal boats. Freedom! The war over, Emma travels to India with
a documentary film company, lives in Chelsea, falls in love in France and
spends time in Paris where she sets about mending a broken heart by
writing her first novel. Sitting beside the Seine during a heatwave with
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her typewriter on her knees, she is unwittingly snapped by legendary
photographer Robert Doisneau. The zest, thirst for life and buoyant
spirits of Emma, as she recalls in evocative detail the quality of England
in the thirties and forties give As Green as Grass the feel of a ready-made
classic.
Red Sister - Mark Lawrence 2017
The international bestselling author of the Broken Empire and the Red
Queen's War trilogies begins a stunning epic fantasy series about a
secretive order of holy warriors... At the Convent of Sweet Mercy, young
girls are raised to be killers. In some few children the old bloods show,
gifting rare talents that can be honed to deadly or mystic effect. But even
the mistresses of sword and shadow don't truly understand what they
have purchased when Nona Grey is brought to their halls. A bloodstained
child of nine falsely accused of murder, guilty of worse, Nona is stolen
from the shadow of the noose. It takes ten years to educate a Red Sister
in the ways of blade and fist, but under Abbess Glass's care there is
much more to learn than the arts of death. Among her class Nona finds a
new family--and new enemies. Despite the security and isolation of the
convent, Nona's secret and violent past finds her out, drawing with it the
tangled politics of a crumbling empire. Her arrival sparks old feuds to
life, igniting vicious struggles within the church and even drawing the
eye of the emperor himself. Beneath a dying sun, Nona Grey must master
her inner demons, then loose them on those who stand in her way.
As It Turns Out - Alice Sedgwick Wohl 2022-08-16
The story of the model, actress, and American icon Edie Sedgwick is told
by her sister with empathy, insight, and firsthand observations of her
meteoric life. As It Turns Out is a family story. Alice Sedgwick Wohl is
writing to her brother Bobby, who died in a motorcycle accident in 1965,
just before their sister Edie Sedgwick met Andy Warhol. After
unexpectedly coming across Edie’s image in a clip from Warhol’s
extraordinary film Outer and Inner Space, Wohl was moved to put her
inner dialogue with Bobby on the page in an attempt to reconstruct
Edie’s life and figure out what made Edie and Andy such iconic figures in
American culture. What was it about Andy that enabled him to anticipate
so much of contemporary culture? Why did Edie draw attention wherever
she went? Who exactly was she, who fascinated Warhol and captured the
imagination of a generation? Wohl tells the story as only a sister could,
from their childhood on a California ranch and the beginnings of Edie’s
lifelong troubles in the world of their parents to her life and relationship
with Warhol within the silver walls of the Factory, in the fashionable
arenas of New York, and as projected in the various critically acclaimed
films he made with her. As Wohl seeks to understand the conjunction of
Edie and Andy, she writes with a keen critical eye and careful reflection
about their enduring impact. As It Turns Out is a meditation addressed to
her brother about their sister, about the girl behind the magnetic image,
and about the culture she and Warhol introduced.
Legendary - Stephanie Garber 2018-05-29
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller! Stephanie Garber’s limitless
imagination takes flight once more in the colorful, mesmerizing, and
immersive sequel to the bestselling breakout debut Caraval... A heart to
protect. A debt to repay. A game to win. After being swept up in the
magical world of Caraval, Donatella Dragna has finally escaped her
father and saved her sister Scarlett from a disastrous arranged marriage.
The girls should be celebrating, but Tella isn’t yet free. She made a
desperate bargain with a mysterious criminal, and what Tella owes him
no one has ever been able to deliver: Caraval Master Legend’s true
name. The only chance of uncovering Legend’s identity is to win Caraval,
so Tella throws herself into the legendary competition once more—and
into the path of the murderous heir to the throne, a doomed love story,
and a web of secrets...including her sister's. Caraval has always
demanded bravery, cunning, and sacrifice. But now the game is asking
for more. If Tella can’t fulfill her bargain and deliver Legend’s name,
she’ll lose everything she cares about—maybe even her life. But if she
wins, Legend and Caraval will be destroyed forever. Welcome, welcome
to Caraval...the games have only just begun.
My Sister's Keeper - Movie Tie-In - Jodi Picoult 2009-05-19
A teen-ager who was conceived so she could be a bone marrow
transplant for her cancer-stricken older sister files a lawsuit against her
family.
My Secret Sister - Helen Edwards 2013-04-01
The powerful story of two sisters separated at birth, one abused and one
loved, and their search to understand their past. Helen grew up in a pit
village in Tyneside in the post-war years, with her gran, aunties and
uncles living nearby. She felt safe with them, but they could not protect
her from her neglectful mother and violent father. Behind closed doors,
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she suffered years of abuse. Sometimes she talked to an imaginary sister,
the only one who understood her pain. Jenny was adopted at six weeks
and grew up in Newcastle. An only child, she knew she was loved, and
with the support of her parents she went on to become a golfing
champion, but still she felt that something was missing... Neither woman
knew of the other's existence until, in her fifties, Jenny went looking for
her birth family and found her sister Helen. Together they searched for
the truth about Jenny's birth - and uncovered a legacy of secrets that
overturned everything Helen thought she knew about her family.
Happily, they also discovered that they were not just sisters, they were
twins. Inspirational and moving, this is the story of two women brave
enough to confront their past, and strong enough to let love not
bitterness define them.
Little Women - Louisa May Alcott 1919
Chronicles the humorous and sentimental fortunes of the four March
sisters as they grew into young ladies in the early nineteenth century.
Alex - Frank Deford 2015-02-24
A father’s moving memoir of cystic fibrosis “captures a brave child’s
legacy as well as the continuing fight against the genetic disease” (The
New York Times). In 1971 a girl named Alex was born with cystic
fibrosis, a degenerative genetic lung disease. Although health-care
innovations have improved the life span of CF patients tremendously
over the last four decades, the illness remains fatal. Given only two years
to live by her doctors, the imaginative, excitable, and curious little girl
battled through painful and frustrating physical-therapy sessions twice
daily, as well as regular hospitalizations, bringing joy to the lives of
everyone she touched. Despite her setbacks, brave Alex was determined
to live life like a typical girl—going to school, playing with her friends,
traveling with her family. Ultimately, however, she succumbed to the
disease in 1980 at the age of eight. Award-winning author Frank Deford,
celebrated primarily as a sportswriter, was also a budding novelist and
biographer at the time of his daughter’s birth. Deford kept a journal of
Alex’s courageous stand against the disease, documenting his family’s
struggle to cope with and celebrate the daily fight she faced. This book is
the result of that journal. Alex relives the events of those eight years:
moments as heartwarming as when Alex recorded herself saying “I love
you” so her brother could listen to her whenever he wanted, and as
heartrending as the young girl’s tragic, dawning realization of her own
very tenuous mortality, and her parents’ difficulty in trying to explain
why. Though Alex is a sad story, it is also one of hope; her greatest wish
was that someday a cure would be found. Deford has written a
phenomenal memoir about an extraordinary little girl.
The Mill Girls - Tracy Johnson 2014-07-03
'I dragged my heels all the way to the mill. ‘I can’t do it!’ I sulked.
Mother sighed and shook her head. My heart sank. Of course, I’d seen
the mill hundreds of times before, but now it was different – now, I was
going in. I’d never seen a place so depressing; I wanted to cry.' With
tales from hardworking Audrey and mischievous Maureen to highspirited Doris and dedicated Marjorie, The Mill Girls is an evocative story
of hardship and friendship from when cotton was still king. Through the
eyes of these northern mill girls, we are offered a fascinating glimpse
into the lives of ordinary women who rallied together, nattered over the
beamers and, despite the difficult conditions, weaved, packed and
laughed to keep the cotton mills spinning.
The Scarlet Sisters - Myra MacPherson 2014-03-04
A fresh look at the life and times of Victoria Woodhull and Tennie Claflin,
two sisters whose radical views on sex, love, politics, and business
threatened the white male power structure of the nineteenth century and
shocked the world. Here award-winning author Myra MacPherson
deconstructs and lays bare the manners and mores of Victorian America,
remarkably illuminating the struggle for equality that women are still
fighting today. Victoria Woodhull and Tennessee "Tennie" Claflin-the
most fascinating and scandalous sisters in American history-were
unequaled for their vastly avant-garde crusade for women's fiscal,
political, and sexual independence. They escaped a tawdry childhood to
become rich and famous, achieving a stunning list of firsts. In 1870 they
became the first women to open a brokerage firm, not to be repeated for
nearly a century. Amid high gossip that he was Tennie's lover, the richest
man in America, fabled tycoon Cornelius Vanderbilt, bankrolled the
sisters. As beautiful as they were audacious, the sisters drew a crowd of
more than two thousand Wall Street bankers on opening day. A half
century before women could vote, Victoria used her Wall Street fame to
become the first woman to run for president, choosing former slave
Frederick Douglass as her running mate. She was also the first woman to
address a United States congressional committee. Tennie ran for
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Congress and shocked the world by becoming the honorary colonel of a
black regiment. They were the first female publishers of a radical weekly,
and the first to print Karl Marx's Communist Manifesto in America. As
free lovers they railed against Victorian hypocrisy and exposed the
alleged adultery of Henry Ward Beecher, the most famous preacher in
America, igniting the "Trial of the Century" that rivaled the Civil War for
media coverage. Eventually banished from the women's movement while
imprisoned for allegedly sending "obscenity" through the mail, the sisters
sashayed to London and married two of the richest men in England,
dining with royalty while pushing for women's rights well into the
twentieth century. Vividly telling their story, Myra MacPherson brings
these inspiring and outrageous sisters brilliantly to life.
The Sisters of Battle Road - J.M. Maloney 2017-03-09
In 1939 Annie Jarman and her six young daughters were evacuated from
their south London home and sent to the Sussex countryside to wait out
the war. Refusing to be parted, they faced the unknown together, never
imagining just how much their lives would change. From the trials and
tribulations of leaving London, the destructive horror of the Blitz and
terrible family tragedy to tea dances, romances and the triumph of
making a new life in the country, The Sisters of Battle Road is the
compelling true story of six ordinary girls who carved out a life in
extraordinary wartime circumstances. Today, the six young girls – Mary,
Joan, Sheila, Kathleen, Patricia and Ann – are six remarkable women who
have lived to tell their tale of sisterhood and its unbreakable bonds in the
shadow of World War Two.
IN NORTH KOREA - Rory Maclean 2017-09-16
North Koreans could change the world. Today their country can
annihilate South Korea and Japan. By 2020 their aim is to have
submarine-launched missiles able to nuke the US mainland. So who are
the North Koreans? What do they think and feel? Are they belligerent
automatons, indoctrinated by years of propaganda, with fingers hovering
over trigger buttons? Or simply ordinary men and women who have been
shaped by fear or national idolisation, willing to do anything to be
accepted and to survive?To answer these question, photographer Nick
Danziger and author Rory MacLean, two of today's most sensitive
chroniclers, travelled across the country, meeting farmers, fishermen
and the captain of the national football team. They spent a morning one
hundred metres underground with a 22-year-old subway train dispatcher
and afternoons at the capital's dolphinarium, a lavish entertainment
complex created to convince North Koreans of their prosperity. At the
Museum of the Victorious Fatherland War, as the Korean War is known
in the country, they spoke to a much-decorated national hero who
boasted, 'When I was eighteen years old I shot and killed 367 enemy
soldiers.'From the spotless streets of Pyongyang to the pine-fringed
beaches of Wonsan, along the Youth Hero Road, an all-but-deserted
strategic highway built by some 50,000 conscripts out of 'patriotic duty',
Danziger and MacLean create a telling portrait of both ordinary and
extraordinary North Koreans, catching a glimpse of real life in the
world's most secretive nation, at a turning point in its - and our history.'Danziger is the stuff that legends are made of.' -- Literary
Review'One of the world's top photojournalists.' -- Practical
Photographer'Rory MacLean is more than a gifted writer. He is a man
whose artistry is underpinned by a powerful moral sensibility.' - Fergal
Keane, BBC'MacLean is one of the most strikingly original and talented
travel writers of his generation.' - Katie Hickman
Everything, Everything - Nicola Yoon 2015-09-01
Risk everything . . . for love with this #1 New York Times bestseller.
What if you couldn’t touch anything in the outside world? Never breathe
in the fresh air, feel the sun warm your face . . . or kiss the boy next
door? In Everything, Everything, Maddy is a girl who’s literally allergic to
the outside world, and Olly is the boy who moves in next door . . . and
becomes the greatest risk she’s ever taken. My disease is as rare as it is
famous. Basically, I’m allergic to the world. I don’t leave my house, have
not left my house in seventeen years. The only people I ever see are my
mom and my nurse, Carla. But then one day, a moving truck arrives next
door. I look out my window, and I see him. He's tall, lean and wearing all
black—black T-shirt, black jeans, black sneakers, and a black knit cap
that covers his hair completely. He catches me looking and stares at me.
I stare right back. His name is Olly. Maybe we can’t predict the future,
but we can predict some things. For example, I am certainly going to fall
in love with Olly. It’s almost certainly going to be a disaster. Everything,
Everything will make you laugh, cry, and feel everything in between. It's
an innovative, inspiring, and heartbreakingly romantic debut novel that
unfolds via vignettes, diary entries, illustrations, and more. And don’t
miss Nicola Yoon's The Sun Is Also A Star, the #1 New York Times
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bestseller in which two teens are brought together just when it seems
like the universe is sending them in opposite directions.
Sisters of the East End - Helen Batten 2013-09-26
Heart-warming tales of nursing and midwifery from the Sisters who
worked with Jennifer Worth. ‘A second’s silence and then an almighty
scream. It was the most moving thing I had ever seen ... A baby, a real
live baby, another human life had entered the world. It didn’t seem
possible and yet I had witnessed it with my very own eyes.’ Born into a
happy working-class North London family in the mid-twentieth century,
Katie is determined to ‘do something’ with her life. Working in the
impoverished East End in the 1950s, she meets the Sisters of St John the
Divine – a community of nuns dedicated to nursing and midwifery. The
Sisters have been present at births, cared for the sick and laid out the
dead of the East Enders for a hundred years, and Katie soon joins them
to start her journey to becoming Sister Catherine Mary. As a nurse and
midwife, Katie learns to deal with everything from strokes to breech
births. Tragedy is never far away, but there are also moments of pure joy
as lives are saved and the Poplar residents rally round. As a young novice
Katie rallies against the vow of obedience, yet over the years learns
much about the nature of dedication and love. Full of desperate
hardship, humour and compassion, Katie’s story brings to life the unique
world of these nursing Sisters in London’s East End. Sister Catherine
Mary’s story was written by Helen Batten after in-depth interviews with
today’s Sisters of the Community of St John the Divine. The Community
of St John the Divine was founded in 1848 in a bid to make nursing a
respectable profession. Early Sisters worked in the Crimea with Florence
Nightingale and were instrumental in developing recognised training and
qualifications for nurses and midwives. In the early 20th century they
were working in areas such as Poplar and Deptford becoming a
treasured part of the community. Today the Sisterhood is based in
Birmingham and their website is www.csjd.org.uk. Helen Batten studied
history at Cambridge and then journalism at Cardiff University. She went
on to become a producer and director at the BBC and now works as a
writer and a psychotherapist. She lives in West London with her three
daughters.
The Winter Baby - Sheila Newberry 2017-10-05
A warm-hearted and nostalgic family saga, for readers of Katie Flynn and
Sheila Jeffries. Perfect for curling up at home with during the festive
period. All alone during winter - will she find somewhere to call home . .
? As the year ends, seventeen-year-old runaway Kathleen stumbles
through the snow, alone and about to give birth. But when she's carried
to safety by a mysterious figure, her life is set on a new path . . .
Welcomed by the Mason family at Home Farm, Kathleen believes she
may have finally found a safe place to raise her newborn child. But her
past cannot be forgotten and no matter how hard her new family tries,
she has secrets she refuses to share. Will Home Farm be the safe haven
Kathleen has been searching for? And will a chance at love allow her to
finally break free of her past? Praise for Sheila Newberry 'Gloriously
nostalgic . . . a perfect example of her talent' MAUREEN LEE 'Reading a
Sheila Newberry book is like having dinner with your mother in her
warm and cosy kitchen' DIANE ALLEN
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe - C.S. Lewis 2018-04-10
C. S. Lewis was a British author, lay theologian, and contemporary of
J.R.R. Tolkien. The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe is the first book in
The Chronicles of Narnia.
The Improbable Adventures of Miss Emily Soldene - Helen Batten
2021-09-23
'A vivid tale of a woman born for the stage, stardom and scandal' - Holly
Kyte, author of Roaring Girls: The Forgotten Feminists of British History
'One of the most irrepressible women I've come across'- Jane Robinson,
author of Ladies Can't Climb Ladders 'I rode on the stage in such style,
that the men in front forgot I was a girl, and also forgot to laugh.' From
humble beginnings with the threat of the workhouse looming, Emily
Soldene rose to become a star of the London stage and a formidable
impresario with her own opera company. The darling of theatreland, she
later reinvented herself as a journalist and writer who scandalised the
country with her outrageous memoir. Weaving through the grit and
glamour of Victorian music halls and theatres, taking encounters with
the Pre-Raphaelites and Charles Dickens in her stride, Emily became the
toast of New York and ventured far off the beaten track to tour Australia
and New Zealand. Batten paints a vibrant portrait of an almost forgotten
star who trod the boards, travelled the globe and tore up the Victorian
rule book.
Confessions of a Showman - Gerry Cottle 2007-08-01
Gerry Cottle, a stockbroker's son, ran away to join the circus when he
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was just5 and soon married into Britain's oldest circus dynasty. In time,
he was thewner of the biggest circus in the world until his growing
cocaine addiction le to his arrest and bankruptcy. He recovered, and,
ever the showman, went on toake millions with the first ever non-animal
circus, the Moscow and Chinese Stte circuses, and the Circus of Horrors.
Keeping My Sister's Secrets - Beezy Marsh 2017-07-25
Eva, Peggy and Kathleen were sisters born into a close-knit working
class family, living in a tiny terraced house in a street so rough the police
would only walk down it in pairs. As they grew up between the wars, they
dreamed of escaping their violent father and the crime-ridden slums of
Waterloo. Peggy was a studious girl so appalled by conditions in the
factories that she became a Communist. Beautiful Kathleen married an
abusive man and later - during the Second World War - fell in love with a
GI. Feisty Eva became a pickpocket as a child so she could help their
mother put food on the table - and never lost her rebellious streak, or her
desire to protect her family by whatever means necessary. As the years
pass the sisters all lived close together, sharing each other's lives,
supporting each other through hard times. Keeping My Sister's Secrets is
a rich, moving story of three sisters fighting to survive through decades
of social upheaval, their love for each other the one constant in a
changing world.
Whispering Hope - Nancy Costello 2016-08-15
On 19 February 2013 the Irish Taoiseach Enda Kenny apologized to the
women who had been incarcerated in Ireland's Magdalene laundries. In
the audience sat Steven O'Riordan, a documentary filmmaker and
founder of the Magdalene Survivors Together group. And by his side
were some of the women he had helped. Nancy, Kathleen, Diane, Marie
and Marina were confined in Magdalene laundries throughout Ireland
during the 1950s, 60s and 70s. The physical and psychological abuse
they suffered at the institutions, run on behalf of the State, led to a
lifetime of shame and secrecy. Inspirational and moving, these women
tell their stories for the first time.
The House on Mango Street - Sandra Cisneros 2013-04-30
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by critics,
beloved by readers of all ages, taught in schools and universities alike,
and translated around the world—from the winner of the 2019
PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in International Literature. The
House on Mango Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero, a
young Latina girl growing up in Chicago, inventing for herself who and
what she will become. Told in a series of vignettes-sometimes
heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra Cisneros' masterpiece is
a classic story of childhood and self-discovery. Few other books in our
time have touched so many readers. “Cisneros draws on her rich [Latino]
heritage ... and seduces with precise, spare prose, creat[ing]
unforgettable characters we want to lift off the page. She is not only a
gifted writer, but an absolutely essential one.” —The New York Times
Book Review
The Scarlet Sisters - Helen Batten 2015-07-16
‘Oh my goodness – another girl Mrs Swain!’ Clara’s normal iron
composure broke and she screamed, ‘No! That’s not the bloody deal!’
And that is how my nanna, Bertha Swain, entered the world. When Helen
Batten’s marriage breaks down, she starts on a journey of discovery into
her family’s past and the mysteries surrounding her enigmatic nanna’s
early life. What she unearths is a tale of five feisty red heads struggling
to climb out of poverty and find love through two world wars. It’s a story
full of surprises and scandal – a death in a workhouse, a son kept in a
box, a shameful war record, a clandestine marriage and children taken
far too soon. It’s as if there is a family curse. But Helen also finds love,
resilience and hope – crazy wagers, late night Charlestons and stolen
kisses. As she unravels the story of Nanna and her scarlet sisters, Helen
starts to break the spell of the past, and sees a way she might herself
find love again.
The Story of My Life - Helen Keller 1903
Because It Is My Blood - Gabrielle Zevin 2012-09-18
"Every time I think I'm out, they pull me back in."- Michael Corleone, The
Godfather Since her release from Liberty Children's Facility, Anya
Balanchine is determined to follow the straight and narrow.
Unfortunately, her criminal record is making it hard for her to do that.
No high school wants her with a gun possession charge on her rap sheet.
Plus, all the people in her life have moved on: Natty has skipped two
grades at Holy Trinity, Scarlet and Gable seem closer than ever, and
even Win is in a new relationship.But when old friends return demanding
that certain debts be paid, Anya is thrown right back into the criminal
world that she had been determined to escape. It's a journey that will
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take her across the ocean and straight into the heart of the birthplace of
chocolate where her resolve--and her heart--will be tested as never
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before. Because It Is My Blood is the second novel in Gabrielle Zevin's
Birthright series.
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